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Outline of the prsentation
● Ambulatory sensitive hospitalisations
● Common genetic variants that can explain ASH
● What do GWAS studies tell us about ASH





Hospitalisation due to ASH in NZ
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One sample of GWAS results due to Asthma
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List of GWAS studies on Asthma
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Large consortium meta-analysis of GWAS 
studies on Hypertension (partial list)
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It is possible to obtain a list of studies on the 




Polygenic Risk Score  
● Single weighted summed score of SNPs from GWAS studies
● Weighted by their respective beta coefficients for continuous 
outcomes such as blood pressure scores or outcome scores
● (Alternative), weighted by their Odds Ratios for binary 
outcomes
● Singe PRS is then used in a regression model to predict or 
study association between genotypic contribution to the 
phenotype, as in
● Phenotype ~ PRS score + Other variables
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Steps in our case
● Identify candidate SNPs through an exploratory meta-
analysis
● Quality control of the genotype data
● The candidate SNPs form a base population
● Identify a target population for whom genotype and 
phenotype data are available (phenotype == “access to 
primary care” for ASH)
● Construct the PRS in the base population
● Apply to the target population, run models
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Example meta-analysis script file from the 




Using PRSice to compute Polygenic Risk Score
Rscript PRSice.R --dir . \
●     --prsice ./PRSice \
●     --base BASE_GWAS.assoc \
●     --target TARGET_DATA \
●     --thread 1 \
●     --stat OR \
●     --binary-target T
● (Script to run a PRS scoring algorithm based on GWAS)
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Interpretation of the PRS output for the 
phenotype (here access to care)
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Next steps for this project
● Quality control of the original GWAS data and then 
conduct a meta-analysis of GWAS studies on a set of 
defined population for the five conditions together
● Pool together the results of the five conditions and 
identify a set of candidate genes
● On that basis identify a target population (hardest hurdle 
to overcome)
● Construct the PRS and fit the PRS to the target 
population and identify the Odds Ratios
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Outcomes and benefits
● A common set of variants for the common conditions will 
indicate a genetic component for access to care
● It’d be possible to study gene*gene and gene*environment 
interactions
● This study will extend the scope of genome wide 
association studies to preventive health
● This is an example of Precision public health as we can 
now cluster and quantify which population groups based on 
their genetic profile can benefit most from targeted 
preventive interventions
